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Don't aim for success if 

you want it; just do what 

you love and believe in, 

and it will come naturally. 
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Abstract 

Enzymes are attractive catalysts in organic synthesis since they are efficient, 

selective and environmentally friendly. A large number of enzyme-catalyzed 

transformations have been described in the literature. If no natural enzyme 

can carry out a desirable reaction, one possibility is to modify an existing 

enzyme by protein engineering and thereby obtain a catalyst with the desired 

properties. In this thesis, the development of enantioselective enzymes and 

their use in synthetic applications is described.   

In the first part of this thesis, enantioselective variants of Candida  

antarctica lipase A (CALA) towards α-substituted p-nitrophenyl esters were 

developed by directed evolution. A highly selective variant of CALA  

towards p-nitrophenyl 2-phenylpropanoate was developed by pairwise ran-

domization of amino acid residues close to the active site. The E value of 

this variant was 276 compared to 3 for the wild type.  

An approach where nine residues were altered simultaneously was used to 

discover another highly enantioselective CALA variant (E = 100) towards an 

ibuprofen ester. The sterical demands of this substrate made it necessary to 

vary several residues at the same time in order to reach a variant with  

improved properties. 

In the second part of the thesis, a designed variant of Candida antarctica 

lipase B (CALB) was employed in kinetic resolution (KR) and dynamic 

kinetic resolution (DKR) of secondary alcohols. The designed CALB variant 

(W104A) accepts larger substrates compared to the wild type, and by the 

application of CALB W104A, the scope of these resolutions was extended. 

First, a DKR of phenylalkanols was developed using CALB W104A. An 

enzymatic resolution was combined with in situ racemization of the  

substrate, to yield the products in up to 97% ee. Secondly, the KR of 

diarylmethanols with CALB W104A was developed. By the use of 

diarylmethanols with two different aryl groups, highly enantioselective 

transformations were achieved. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning på 
svenska 

Många molekyler förekommer i två former som är varandras spegelbilder. 

De förhåller sig till varandra som vår höger- och vänsterhand. Precis som 

högerhanden passar i högerhandsken men inte i vänsterhandsken, kan dessa 

två spegelbildsformer reagera på olika sätt med t.ex. receptorer i kroppen. 

Många läkemedel innehåller av den orsaken endast den ena spegelbilden av 

en substans. Det är därför viktigt att utveckla kemiska metoder för att 

selektivt kunna framställa bara den ena formen. 

En katalysator är en substans som ökar hastigheten av en kemisk reaktion 

utan att själv förbrukas. Katalysatorer används bland annat för att rena 

avgaserna i bilar och i många industriella processer. Vi har även 

katalysatorer i våra kroppar; de kallas enzymer och är proteiner som 

katalyserar kemiska reaktioner. Utan enzymer skulle kroppen inte fungera. 

Enzymerna bidrar till att bryta ner maten vi äter så att vi kan använda den 

som energi och byggstenar, samt har en viktig roll i kroppens signalsystem.  

Enzymer är mycket effektiva och miljövänliga, och reagerar ofta selektivt 

med endast den ena spegelbildsformen av en substans. Därför är enzymer 

attraktiva att använda som katalysatorer även för industriella kemiska 

reaktioner. En nackdel med enzymer är att de ofta är specifika vad gäller 

vilka substrat de kan utföra reaktioner med. Därför kan det vara så att det 

inte finns något enzym som kan utföra den reaktion som önskas och ett nytt 

enzym därför måste utvecklas. 

Att modifiera ett enzym för att ge det bättre egenskaper kallas för 

proteinteknik. Modifikationer av enzymet sker oftast på DNA-nivå och 

kallas mutationer. Enzymer är uppbyggda av aminosyror. Genom att mutera 

den genetiska koden kommer en eller flera aminosyror i enzymet att ändras, 

vilket kan leda till ändrade egenskaper. Ett exempel på en egenskap som kan 

förändras med proteinteknik är den relativa selektiviteten gentemot de två 

spegelbilderna av en substans. 

I denna avhandling muteras ett enzym så att det får egenskaper som gör 

att det kan användas för att selektivt framställa den ena spegelbilden av 

läkemedel med antiinflammatoriska egenskaper (s.k. profener). Ett annat 

enzym, också det med en mutation, används i kemiska reaktioner som det 

omuterade enzymet inte klarar av. Även här bildas uteslutande den ena 

spegelbilden av produkten. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Chirality 

Many molecules required for life exist in two forms. The two forms are non-

superimposable mirror images of each other, that is, they are related like our 

left and right hands. This property is called chirality, derived from the Greek 

word for hand (kheir), and the two forms are called enantiomers.  

The existence of enantiomers has been known ever since Louis Pasteur 

separated the two enantiomers of a tartrate salt in 1848.
2
 Enantiomers have 

the same chemical and physical properties as long as they are in an achiral 

surrounding, with the only difference that they rotate plane-polarized light in 

opposite directions. However, in a chiral environment the two enantiomers 

have different properties. 

Nature is full of chiral building blocks, for example amino acids and  

carbohydrates are naturally present in mainly one enantiomeric form. The 

human body, as well as all living organisms, are built from chiral building 

blocks. Therefore, many enzymes and receptors are able to distinguish  

between enantiomers of the compounds that interact with them. As a result, 

the two enantiomers of a compound can have totally different properties in 

the body. One example is carvone; (R)-carvone has a spearmint-like odour 

while (S)-carvone smells like caraway (Figure 1).
3
 

 
Figure 1. The enantiomers of carvone. 

Chiral drug molecules are no exception, their enantiomeric forms may also 

act in different ways in the body. It is common that only one of the enanti-

omers of a drug is therapeutically active, whereas the other enantiomer can 

be ineffective or even toxic. Therefore, the use of racemic drugs can cause 

unwanted side-effects. As a result, there is a requirement from the authorities 

to produce enantiomerically pure pharmaceuticals. The number of enanti-

omerically pure drugs on the market has constantly increased over the past 
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decades.
4
 In 2006, eight of the top ten selling drugs on the market were 

chiral and 75% of them were sold as single enantiomers.
5
  

Ethambutol, one of the major drugs on the market for treatment of tuber-

culosis, is an example of a drug that is sold as a single enantiomer (Figure 2). 

Ethambutol was initially marketed in the 1960’s as a racemic mixture,
6
 but 

blindness and other severe side-effects were observed. When the activity of 

the separate enantiomers was investigated, it was found that the (S,S)-

enantiomer was more than 500 times more potent than the (R,R)-enantiomer. 

In addition, it was found that the (R,R)-enantiomer caused the majority of the 

side-effects. The use of the racemic substance has therefore been abandoned 

in favour for the pure (S,S)-enantiomer.
7
 

 
Figure 2. (S,S)-Ethambutol (left) is used to treat tuberculosis; (R,R)-ethambutol 
(right) causes blindness. 

1.2 Enzymes as catalysts in organic synthesis 

Enzymes have been used as catalysts to carry out chemical reactions by 

mankind since ancient times. In cheese making and brewing for example, 

enzymes have been used, even though the role of the enzyme was unknown 

until the end of the 19th century. The term enzyme was first used by Kühne 

in 1867. In 1897, Büchner realised that enzymes do not need the environ-

ment of a living cell to be active.
8
 

Enzymes are attractive catalysts in organic synthesis. They are efficient 

and often selective. Enzymes are environmentally friendly, since they  

perform optimally under mild conditions at low temperatures, and they are 

non-toxic. The finding that many enzymes are active in non-aqueous media 

revolutionized their usefulness in organic synthetic applications.
9
 

Enzymes can be used as whole cell systems, cell organelles or in their  

isolated form. In earlier applications whole cells were commonly used, while 

in modern fine chemical synthesis isolated enzymes are often preferred.  
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Immobilization of enzymes onto solid matrices is usually advantageous for 

the enzymatic activity, and simplifies recovery and reuse.
10

 A large number 

of enzymes are available from commercial suppliers, either in lyophilized or 

immobilized form. 

Enzymes are divided into six different classes depending on the type of 

reaction they catalyze (Table 1).
8
 Hydrolases are by far the most widely used 

class of enzymes in organic synthesis, accounting for more than 60% of the 

total use.
11

 The major part thereof is performed with lipases. Lipases  

naturally catalyze the hydrolysis of triglycerides into fatty acids and  

glycerol. Lipases also hydrolyse ester- and amide- bonds of various (for the 

lipase) non-natural substrates.
12

 Furthermore, they also catalyze transacyla-

tion of alcohols and amines in organic solvent.
13,14

 The latter property makes 

the lipases a useful tool in organic synthetic applications. 

Table 1. The six enzyme classes. 

Class no. Class name Type of reaction catalyzed 

1 Oxidoreductases Oxidations and reductions 

2 Transferases Group transfer reactions 

3 Hydrolases Hydrolysis reactions  

4 Lyases Addition or elimination of small 

groups to or from double bonds 

5 Isomerases Isomerizations (racemization, epim-

erization, rearrangements) 

6 Ligases Bond formation at the expense of 

ATP hydrolysis 

Lipases belong to the serine hydrolase family, a group of enzymes that all 

operate by a similar mechanism (Scheme 1).
15

 The catalytic activity is based 

on three amino acid residues forming the so called catalytic triad. An acid 

anion (aspartate or glutamate) activates a histidine by hydrogen bonding to 

the nitrogen proton. The histidine subsequently activates the serine by with-

drawing a proton, thus making it more nucleophilic. The nucleophilic serine 

can thereafter react with the substrate.  
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Scheme 1. The serine hydrolase reaction mechanism for the hydrolysis of an ester. 

The stereochemical outcome of a lipase-catalyzed reaction can be predicted 

by Kazlauskas rule (Figure 3).
16

 For a secondary alcohol with the alcohol 

group pointing backwards, the enantiomer with the large group to the left 

and the medium group to the right will react fastest. The fast-reacting enan-

tiomer is the (R)-enantiomer, assuming that the larger group has the higher 

priority.
17

 

 
Figure 3. Kazlauskas rule for prediction of the stereochemical outcome of a lipase-
catalyzed reaction. 

1.3 Candida antarctica lipase A and B 

The yeast Candida antarctica was first isolated in the 1960’s from Lake 

Vanda in Antarctica by an expedition with the aim of studying the yeast flora 

in Antarctica.
18

 Two lipases with extreme properties were later isolated from 

the yeast, and they were named Candida antarctica lipase A (CALA) and 

lipase B (CALB).
19

 Both lipases are thermostable in the immobilized form, a 

fascinating property for an enzyme isolated from an organism which origi-
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nates from the cold conditions of Antarctica. A possible explanation for this 

property is that the mechanisms involved in resisting extreme temperatures 

are the same no matter if it is a question of hot or cold temperatures.
20

  

CALB is one of the most widely studied lipases, and its crystal structure 

was reported in 1994.
21

 CALB shows a high natural enantioselectivity  

towards a large number of secondary alcohols and amines, and have been 

used as an enantioselective biocatalyst in a large number of transforma-

tions.
22

  

CALA is less explored compared to CALB. The crystal structure of 

CALA was solved in 2008, and the amino acid residues in the catalytic triad 

has been identified.
23,24

 Even though CALA has not been as widely used as 

CALB, the enzyme has features that make it particularly interesting as a 

catalyst in organic synthesis. One of these features of CALA is that it  

accepts tertiary and sterically hindered alcohols as substrates, which CALB 

does not.
20

  

1.4 Protein engineering 

Enzymes are naturally evolved to perform one specific transformation. The 

substrate scope of each enzyme may therefore be limited. Consequently, for 

some reactions of interest to the organic chemist, there is no enzyme  

available that can perform it, or at least not an enzyme that can perform the 

reaction with the required selectivity. When no enzyme is available, protein 

engineering can be a useful tool to develop a biocatalyst with the desired 

properties.  

Successful examples where protein engineering has been used to improve 

synthetic processes in the industry have been reported.
25

 For example, a 

transaminase was recently engineered and implemented in the large-scale 

manufacture of the antidiabetic compound sitagliptin (Figure 4), making the 

process more efficient, economical and environmentally benign.
26

  

Rational protein design and directed evolution are two conceptually  

different protein engineering methods commonly used.
27,28

 

 
Figure 4. Sitagliptin, an antidiabetic compound. 
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1.4.1 Rational protein design 

In rational protein design, knowledge of the structure and function of the 

protein is used to predict the amino acid modifications needed to obtain a 

protein with the desired properties. These predictions are performed by  

molecular modeling, and a reliable crystal structure or homology model of 

the enzyme is therefore required. Only protein variants predicted to have 

improved properties are produced and evaluated experimentally. Therefore 

the need for extensive screening procedures is less than in the case of  

directed evolution.  

However, even though high-quality crystal structures are available, it is 

difficult to predict the effect of a certain mutation on the function of the  

protein.
29

 Nevertheless, there are a number of examples in the literature 

where rational protein design has been applied to improve enantioselectivity 

of enzymes.
30,31

  

1.4.2 Directed evolution 

In nature, the properties and qualities of species develop by evolution, as 

suggested by Charles Darwin in 1859.
32

 Evolution comprises generation of 

genetic variation by mutation or sexual recombination combined with natural 

selection (survival of the fittest). This is a convenient, but slow process.  

Directed evolution is a method to mimic the natural evolution in the lab. 

Instead of waiting for nature to slowly evolve the enzyme, mutations are 

deliberately incorporated and selection is performed based on the desired 

properties.
33,34

 

Directed evolution is performed through iterative rounds of: (i) generation 

of a random gene library from the parent gene, (ii) expression of the library 

of protein variants, (iii) screening of the library of protein variants for the 

desired property, and (iv) a protein with desirable properties found in the 

first round of evolution may be used as a template for another round of 

mutagenesis (Figure 5).
35,36

  

Directed evolution has successfully been used to improve several proper-

ties of enzymes, such as organic solvent tolerance,
37

 thermostability,
38,39

 

substrate scope,
40

 and enantioselectivity.
41,42 

In the early days of directed evolution of biocatalysts, error-prone PCR 

(epPCR)
43

 was the most widely used method for incorporation of mutations. 

This method can be used without any knowledge of the mechanism of action 

or three-dimensional structure of the protein. The mutations are incorporated 

evenly over the entire sequence, mimicking the sudden mistranslations  

during DNA replication. epPCR was employed in the first directed evolution 

experiments in 1993 by Frances Arnold, when a protease with tolerance for a 

non-natural environment was developed.
44
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Figure 5. Flow-chart of a directed evolution experiment, comprising iterative rounds 
of mutagenesis and screening. The yellow dot represents a mutation. 

DNA shuffling is another method that does not require knowledge of the 

protein structure, and this method was introduced in 1994.
45,46

 DNA  

fragments from homologous enzymes are randomly recombined, mimicking 

the sexual recombination of genes. Both error-prone PCR and DNA  

shuffling are methods that easily yield large mutated libraries, and therefore  

require large screening efforts.  

In 1997, directed evolution was for the first time used to improve the  

enantioselectivity of an enzyme.
47

 

1.4.3 Semi-rational protein engineering 

Strategies where randomization is only performed at chosen positions, not 

over the entire gene, are called semi-rational. Knowledge about the structure 

or mechanism of action is required for selection of relevant positions.  

Semi-rational libraries have the advantage of a higher hit-ratio compared to 

libraries with randomly incorporated mutations.
48

 

For improvement of certain properties such as enantioselectivity and  

substrate acceptance, it has proven to be more efficient to focus the  

mutations to the area close to the active site.
49,50

 This is reasonable, since this 
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is where the substrate binding takes place. Mutations at these positions are 

therefore more likely to affect catalytic properties. 

Randomization at selected positions is achieved by site-directed 

mutagenesis. A PCR performed with a pair of primers that are not com-

pletely complementary to the gene being amplified are used to induce the 

mutations.
51

 A mixture of primers containing different nucleotides at speci-

fied positions can be used to obtain the desired variation. 

One or several positions in the enzyme can be subjected to simultaneous 

mutation. The advantage of varying more than one site simultaneously is that 

synergistic effects can be found. The number of sites has to be limited 

though; otherwise too large libraries are formed. To mutate at only one or a 

few positions at a time and perform this iteratively has proven to be efficient 

compared to other methods.
52,53

 

A semi-rational mutagenesis approach that combine the strategies of  

mutations in the active site and simultaneous mutation of more than one 

position was described by the group of Manfred Reetz. It has proved to be 

especially suitable for evolving properties such as enantioselectivity, and is 

called the Combinatorial Active-site Saturation Test (CAST).
54,55

 This  

approach is based on simultaneous randomization of two or more amino 

acids positioned near the active site. These residues should be situated close 

to each other in sequence space, so that the mutations can fit into a single 

primer pair. CAST is usually performed in an iterative manner. 

1.5 Kinetic resolution 

Enzymes are often used as catalysts in kinetic resolutions (KR) because of 

their excellent enantioselectivity. In a KR, one of the enantiomers of a race-

mic substrate is transformed faster into product than the other one, and they 

are thereby separated (Scheme 2).  

 

Scheme 2. (R)-selective kinetic resolution. 

In the ideal KR, the enzyme is so selective that one enantiomer is completely 

converted into the product by the enzyme while the other remains unreacted. 

In this case, the reaction stops at 50% conversion with 100% enantiomeric 

excess (ee) of the product. However, it is rare to find an enzyme that exhibits 

such excellent selectivity.
56

 More common is the case where the reaction 

needs to be stopped at 40–45% conversion for the product to be obtained in 
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an acceptable enantiomeric excess. Alternatively, the reaction can be run 

past 50% conversion, until all fast-reacting substrate is consumed. Then the 

slow-reacting enantiomer can be recovered in high enantiomeric purity. 

In a kinetic resolution, the enantiomeric excess of the substrate and  

product varies with the conversion. At low conversions, the enantiomeric 

excess of the product is its highest. As the conversion increase, there are less 

material left of the preferred enantiomer, and the enzyme is more likely to 

transform the slow-reacting enantiomer. Therefore the enantiomeric excess 

of the product drops. 

 The enantiomeric ratio (E value) is used for comparison of enantioselec-

tivity between different enzymes and substrates. The E value is a constant 

that is unaffected by the conversion, defined as the ratio between the rate 

constants of the enzyme’s reaction with the two enantiomers (E = kfast/kslow). 

To calculate the E value any two of the three following parameters: enanti-

omeric excess of product (eep), enantiomeric excess of substrate (ees) and 

conversion (c) are used. Equations 1-3 show how the E value can be  

calculated.
57
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1.6 Dynamic kinetic resolution 

Kinetic resolution has two major drawbacks: The maximum yield is 50% 

and the product needs to be separated from the remaining starting material. 

To overcome these drawbacks, an in situ racemization of the slow-reacting 

enantiomer can be introduced, thus obtaining a dynamic kinetic resolution 

(DKR) (Scheme 3). In this way, the fast-reacting enantiomer will not be 

depleted until all substrate is, and a theoretical yield of 100% can be  

obtained.  
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Scheme 3. (R)-Selective dynamic kinetic resolution. 

A few criteria need to be met in order to achieve an efficient DKR. (i) An 

enzyme that is enantioselective for the desired transformation is required 

(E>20 for eep>90%). (ii) In addition, an efficient racemization catalyst is 

needed in order to keep the substrate racemic throughout the reaction 

(krac>kfast).  In the case of a highly selective enzyme it is enough that krac >> 

kslow. (iii) Furthermore, the racemization catalyst must racemize the substrate 

but not the product. (iv) Finally, the KR and the racemization need to be 

compatible with each other under the same reaction conditions. The latter is 

often a major problem.
56

  

Depending on the kind of substrate used, different strategies can be em-

ployed for the racemization. Commonly used racemization methods include 

hydrogen transfer, acid- or base catalysed racemization, racemization 

through Schiff-base formation and enzyme-catalyzed racemization.
58

  

The combination of an enzymatic KR with a transition-metal based  

racemization catalyst has proven to be successful in DKR.
59

 Metal  

complexes containing ruthenium are the most widely used catalysts in  

racemization of alcohols.
60

 Two commonly used racemization catalysts are 

shown in Figure 6. Both catalysts racemize their substrates by reversible 

hydrogen transfer. Shvo’s catalyst (1) can be used for racemization of both 

secondary alcohols and amines,
 
but with the drawback that it requires an 

elevated temperature for its activation.
61,62

 Catalyst 2 quickly racemize  

secondary alcohols even at room temperature.
63

 However, this catalyst does 

not racemize amines. Catalyst 2 has successfully been applied in DKR of 

secondary alcohols.
64,65 

 

Figure 6. Two commonly employed racemization catalysts in DKR. 

The mechanism of the racemization by ruthenium catalyst 2 has been widely 

studied in our group.
66,67,68,69

 Catalyst 2 is activated by potassium tert-
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butoxide (Scheme 4, step i). Once the catalyst is activated, the tert-butoxide 

ligand is exchanged by the substrate alcohol (step ii). The alcohol then un-

dergoes β-hydride elimination via CO dissociation to form a ruthenium  

hydride and the corresponding ketone, which stays coordinated to ruthenium 

(step iii). Re-addition of the hydride can occur on either face of the prochiral 

ketone, hence leading to racemization of the alcohol (step iv). Exchange of 

the racemized alcohol by a new substrate molecule complete the catalytic 

cycle (step v). 

 
Scheme 4. The proposed mechanism of catalyst 2. 

1.7 Objectives 

The aim of this work has been to develop enantioselective enzyme-catalyzed 

reactions that are useful in organic synthesis.   

Firstly, the possibility to use CALA in enantioselective preparation of  

α-substituted carboxylic acids was studied. The α-substituted carboxylic 
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acids are an interesting class of substances since the pharmaceutically  

interesting “profens” are derivatives thereof. By the use of directed evolution 

strategies, substrate acceptance and enantioselectivity towards these  

substrates was targeted. 

Secondly, an engineered variant of CALB was employed. This CALB 

variant (W104A) show (S)-selectivity, which is reversed compared to most 

lipases, and it accepts larger substrates than CALB wild type. It was  

therefore of interest to apply CALB W104A in KR and DKR using  

substrates not accepted by wild type CALB, thereby expanding the substrate 

scope of CALB-catalyzed protocols. 
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2. Directed evolution of CALA for improved 
enantioselectivity towards α-substituted 
carboxylic acids (Paper I-III) 

2.1 Introduction 

2-Methyl substitution in carboxylic acids is a common motif found in the 

“profens”, a group of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). This 

family include drugs as for example Ibuprofen, Naproxen and Ketoprofen 

(Figure 7).
70

 As for many other drugs, it is mainly one of the enantiomers 

that are therapeutically active.
71

 Methods to prepare these compounds in 

enantiomerically pure form are therefore of great importance. 

 
Figure 7. Some examples of the “profens”, a group of NSAIDs. 

To develop CALA variants that are enantioselective towards the  

α-substituted carboxylic acids, a directed evolution approach was used. 

Since the crystal structure of CALA was published in 2008,
23

 we had the 

possibility to use not only random but also rational approaches. The method 

that was selected for this task was the semi-rational CAST (described on  

p. 8). This strategy has previously proven to be efficient for evolving enanti-

oselectivity towards similar substrates.
72
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2.2 Directed evolution of CALA for enantioselective 

hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl 2-methylheptanoate 

 

The p-nitrophenyl 2-methylheptanoate (3) was chosen as model substrate for 

the directed evolution (Figure 8). An advantage of using a p-nitrophenyl 

ester is that when this substrate is hydrolysed p-nitrophenolate is released, 

which can be followed spectrophotometrically. 

 
Figure 8. p-Nitrophenyl 2-methylheptanoate, model substrate for the directed evolu-
tion of CALA towards 2-methyl substituted carboxylic acids. 

2.2.1 Library design and production 

Expression systems employing Escherichia coli as host are by far the most 

common for directed evolution libraries. However, these systems have two 

major drawbacks. One is the inability of E. coli to handle post-translational 

modifications of eukaryotic proteins. Another drawback is that in order to 

harvest the protein, lysation of the cells is required. 

Pichia pastoris is a more attractive expression system than E. coli for  

eukaryotic proteins. So far, P. pastoris has not been used to a larger extent as 

host for library production in directed evolution experiments. The protein 

expression is slower in P. pastoris, but lysation is not required and the  

proteins are to a larger extent expressed with a correct folding.
73

 

2.2.1.1 Preparation of the expression vector 

CALA was inserted into the recently developed yeast plasmid pBGP1.
74

 This 

vector has several properties that make it suitable for expression of protein 

libraries: (i) It contains the α-mating signal from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 

enabling secretion of the protein from the cell after expression. (ii) pBGP1 

is, opposed to other yeast plasmids that are integrated into the genome, an 

episomally replicating plasmid. This is advantageous when the gene needs to 

be recovered for sequencing of the DNA. (iii) The vector contains the strong 

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAP) promoter for continuous 

protein expression. 

2.2.2.2 Selection of positions for mutation 

According to the CASTing methodology, amino acid residues close to the 

active site have a higher possibility to affect the enantioselectivity than other 

amino acid residues. Therefore, the tetrahedral intermediate of  
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(S)-p-nitrophenyl 2-methylheptanoate ((S)-3) was built into the active site of 

CALA by molecular modeling. Amino acid residues in close proximity to 

the substrate were selected for mutagenesis and combined pairwise to form 

four libraries (Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9. The four mutagenesis libraries. In each panel, the tetrahedral intermediate 
of (S)-3 is displayed in sticks, together with the catalytic histidine. 

2.2.2.3 Enzyme library generation 

The gene libraries were created by site-directed mutagenesis using the 

pBGP1-CALA vector as template. For incorporation of the mutations, de-

generate primers were used together with the template in a PCR reaction. 

To keep the size of the libraries low, NDT degenerate codons were em-

ployed. These codons codes for 12 amino acids (CDFHGILNRSVY) and 

contains no stop codons. The NDT degenerate codons has proven to give a 

higher hit ratio compared to the more commonly used NNK degeneracy 

(coding for all 20 amino acids).
75,76

 Varying two positions simultaneously 

with 12 different amino acids at each, results in 144 different enzyme vari-

ants. To obtain 95% theoretical codon coverage, libraries of 600 colonies 

were produced. 

The gene libraries were transformed into E. coli. The nick in the plasmids 

from the PCR was repaired, the plasmids were amplified, and the diversity 

of each library was confirmed by sequencing. Transformation into  

P. pastoris was followed by individual cultivation of single clones in 96-

deep well plates, and the protein was secreted to the supernatants. 
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2.2.3 Library screening  

To find enzyme variants with improved enantioselectivity, a spectropho-

tometric library screening was performed. The enzyme variants were em-

ployed in a hydrolysis reaction with the enantiomers of  

p-nitrophenyl ester 3 ((R)-3 and (S)-3), in separate parallel reactions. The 

reactions were followed spectrophotometrically at 410 nm, as the anionic 

form of the released p-nitrophenol is visible at this wavelength. The initial 

reaction rates of the two parallel reactions with the two enantiomers were 

compared. Enzyme variants with the highest ratio were analysed further in a 

kinetic resolution, from which the E values were calculated based on the 

enantiomeric excess of the product and the conversion. 

The four enzyme libraries described above were screened, and a number 

of promising variants were found, especially from library FG (Table 2). The 

most (S)-selective of these variants, with an E value of 19 (improved from E 

= 5 for the wild type) had the amino acid substitutions F233L/G237Y.  

Interestingly, an (R)-selective variant (reversed selectivity) with an E value 

of 27 and the substitutions F233N/G237L was also found. Both these  

variants were applied in a second round of mutagenesis, in order to improve 

the enantioselectivity further.  

In the second round, the IV, TV and FI libraries were produced again,  

using the best isolated variants as templates. Screening was performed, to 

find out if mutation of any of these residues gave a synergistic effect in 

combination with the mutations found in the first round. For the  

(R)-selective variant, this resulted in no further improvement. On the other 

hand, the (S)-selective variant was further improved, and a variant with the 

amino acid substitutions T64M/F149S/I150D/F233N/G237L and an E value 

of 52 was isolated.
77

 

Table 2. CALA variants with improved enantioselectivity towards (S)-3 and (R)-3. 

CALA variant Library origin E 

wild type - 5 (S) 

First generation variants:   

F233N/G237L FG 27 (R) 

F233L/G237Y FG 19 (S) 

Second generation variants:   

T64M/F149S/I150D/F233N/G237L FG/FI 52 (S) 
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2.2.4 Analysis of CALA variants with improved E values. 

2.2.4.1 Kinetic measurements 

Kinetic measurements of the enzyme variants as well as of the wild type 

were performed to explore their catalytic properties. By Michaelis-Menten 

kinetics, apparent kinetic constants were calculated (Table 3).  

Table 3. Apparent kinetic constants for CALA wild type and two variants using p-
nitrophenyl esters (S)-3 and (R)-3 as substrates.

a
 

a) Reaction conditions: (S)- or (R)-3 (0.4-7.5 mM) and CALA variant (1.25 mg/mL) 
were stirred in Tris-HCl buffer (100 mM, pH 7.5, 10% acetonitrile) at 30 °C. Ab-
sorbance was measured spectrophotometrically at 410 nm, and initial reaction rates 
were calculated after correlation to a standard curve of p-nitrophenol. 

CALA wild type has a higher turnover rate (kcat) for the (S)-enantiomer than 

for the (R)-enantiomer, while the affinities for the two substrates are almost 

equal (as suggested by the comparable KM values). The variants had turnover 

rates that are comparable to that of the wild type for their preferred enanti-

omers, while the turnover rate for the non-preferred enantiomer are lower 

than that of the wild type enzyme. Furthermore, the variants show a higher 

affinity for the preferred substrate (lower KM) compared to the wild type. 

The catalytic efficacy (kcat/KM) of the variants is higher compared to the 

wild type for the preferred enantiomer, and lower for the non-preferred  

enantiomer. This indicates that the CALA variants have gained improved 

enantioselectivity by a combination of increased efficacy towards the  

preferred enantiomer and decreased efficacy towards the non-preferred enan-

tiomer. 

2.2.4.2 Active-site models 

In order to deduce how the mutations influenced the enantioselectivity, mod-

els of the best (R)- and (S)-selective enzyme variants were created by  

molecular modelling. In the (S)-selective variant (T64M/F149S/I150D/ 

F233N/G237L), three of the amino acids have been changed into more polar 

ones, which increased the hydrophilicity of the substrate cavity. A network 

CALA variant Substrate 
kcat 

(s
-1

) 

KM 

(µM) 

kcat/KM 

(s
-1

 M
-1

) 

(kcat/KM)fast/ 

(kcat/KM)slow 

wild type 
(S)-3 1.83 2460 744 

4.3 
(R)-3 0.48 2700 174 

T64M/ 

F149S/I150D/ 

F233N/G237L 

(S)-3 1.43 1060 1350 
28 

(R)-3 0.13 2690 48 

F233L/G237Y 
(S)-3 0.34 4200 80 

20 
(R)-3 2.60 1630 1600 
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of hydrogen bonds is formed that may repel the p-nitrophenyl ester (S)-3 

(Figure 10A). The model of the (R)-selective variant (F233N/G237L) indi-

cates sterical hindrance by the introduced tyrosine that forces the aliphatic 

chain of the (R)-substrate to turn away (Figure 10B). 

 
Figure 10. Models displaying the active site of A) the (S)-3 selective CALA variant 
T64M/F149S/I150D/F233N/G237L, and B) the (R)-3 selective CALA variant 
F233N/G237L. The substrate and the catalytic amino acid residues are displayed in 
light grey sticks. The amino acid residues that have been modified in the variants are 
displayed in dark grey sticks. 

2.2.4.2 Activity towards other substrates 

The main goal was to develop CALA variants with improved enantioselec-

tivity towards “profens”. Therefore, the (R)- and (S)-selective variants were 

screened towards Ibuprofen and Naproxen. Unfortunately, no improvement 

in enantioselectivity was found. The activities towards these larger substrates 

were low. 

A well known saying in directed evolution is “you get what you screen 

for”.
78

 This seems to be valid in this case. The strategy of using ester 3 as 

model substrate did unfortunately not yield any measureable improvement of 

activity or enantioselectivity towards the “profens”.   
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2.3 Directed evolution of CALA towards p-nitrophenyl 

2-phenylpropanoate 

 

Since the main goal was to improve the enantioselectivity towards the  

“profens”, the same libraries were screened again using p-nitrophenyl  

2-phenylpropanoate (4), which bears closer resemblance to the “profens”, as 

substrate (Figure 11).  

CALA wild type has a modest enantioselectivity (E = 20) towards  

p-nitrophenyl ester 4, with preference for the (S)-enantiomer. Furthermore, 

the activity of the enzyme is too low to be useful in synthetic applications. 

Therefore, the first objective was to improve the activity of CALA towards 

ester 4. 

 

 
Figure 11. p-Nitrophenyl 2-phenylpropanoate, the new model substrate. 

2.3.1 Library screening 

Library FG (Phe233 and Gly237) had a large effect on the enantioselectivity 

towards p-nitrophenyl ester 3. These residues apparently influence the  

substrate binding and might therefore affect both activity and 

enantioselectivity. Therefore library FG was selected as the first library to be 

screened towards p-nitrophenyl ester 4. Racemic 4 was used as substrate in 

the screening, as initially an increase of the activity was addressed. 

Several variants with improved activity were found in the screening. The 

E values of the best variants were determined in a kinetic resolution. The 

most enantioselective variant was Phe233Gly (CALA F233G). The E value 

of this variant was 259 and the reaction rate was more than 10-fold higher 

than that of the wild type (Table 4). This variant was (R)-selective, which is 

reversed compared to the wild type.  

To improve the enantioselectivity further, another pair of amino acids, 

Phe149 and Ile150 (Library FI) were targeted using CALA-F233G as  

template. The focus was now to improve the enantioselectivity. Therefore, 

the screening was performed with single enantiomers of p-nitrophenyl ester 

4 in parallel reactions. This yielded a minor improvement in enantioselectiv-

ity. A variant with three mutations, Phe149Tyr/Ile150Asn/Phe233Gly 

(CALA-YNG) and with an E value of 276 (R) was found. 
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Table 4. CALA variants with improved enantioselectivity towards p-nitrophenyl 2-
phenylpropanoate 4.  

CALA variant Library origin E 

wild type - 20 (S) 

F233G FG 259 (R) 

YNG FG/FI 276 (R) 

2.3.2 Substrate scope 

To determine the substrate scope of CALA-F233G and CALA-YNG, kinetic 

resolutions with other similar substrates were performed. The enantioselec-

tivity of CALA-YNG was only slightly higher than that of CALA-F233G (E 

= 276 vs. 259) towards p-nitrophenyl ester 4. The two extra mutations had 

only a minor influence on the enantioselectivity towards this substrate. How-

ever, these two mutations greatly influenced the substrate scope.  

The CALA-YNG variant showed high to excellent E values for all  

substrates in Table 5, whereas the CALA-F233G variant showed more  

moderate E values towards most substrates, and completely failed for the  

2-benzylpropanoate 8 (entry 14). Only for 2-ethylhexanoate 9 was CALA-

F233G slightly better than CALA-YNG (entries 20 and 21). 

A p-methyl group on the phenyl (5) was accepted with an E value of 64 

by the CALA-YNG variant (entry 6). A p-isobutyl as in ibuprofen (10) was 

also accepted, but with low enantioselectivity and activity (entry 24). Larger 

substituents in the α-position were also accepted. Both an ethyl (6) and a 

propyl (7) group in this position yielded high E values (entries 9 and 12). A 

benzyl group (8) or an aliphatic group (3) instead of the 2-phenyl group was 

also accepted (entries 15 and 18).  

Interesting to notice is that the E value of CALA-YNG towards 3 is 

higher compared to the variant found previously (Chapter 2.2) when the 

screening was actually performed towards 3.  

The reaction rates for the CALA-YNG variant were increased more than 

30-fold compared to CALA wild type for a majority of the evaluated 

substrates. This increase in reaction rate improves the synthetic utility of the 

enzyme significantly, as shorter reaction times and lower enzyme loadings 

can be used. 
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Table 5. Hydrolytic kinetic resolution of p-nitrophenyl esters of various α-
substituted carboxylic acids with CALA wild type, variant Phe233Gly (CALA-
F233G) and variant Phe149Tyr/Ile150Asn/Phe233Gly (CALA-YNG).

a 

 

Entry Substrate 
CALA 

variant 

Time
b
 

(min) 

Conv.
b,c

 

(%) 

eep
b,d

 

(%) 
E

b
 

1 

 

wild type 150 38 84.7 20(S) 

2 F233G 3 25 98.9 259(R) 

3 YNG 3.5 31 98.9 276(R) 

4 

 

wild type 240 23 55.6 4(S) 

5 F233G 2.5 29 90.1 32(R) 

6 YNG 5 38 94.4 63(R) 

7 

 

wild type 240 11 17.0 2(R) 

8 F233G 0.5 20 95.4 57(R) 

9 YNG 1.7 17 97.0 79(R) 

10 

 

wild type 270 11 88.1 18(R) 

11 F233G 2.5 26 97.1 88(R) 

12 YNG 5.3 14 97.8 109(R) 

13 

 

wild type 240 7 80.3 10(S) 

14 F233G 5 7 44.7 3(R) 

15 YNG 15 27 96.7 84(R) 

16 

 

wild type 3.7 18 80.7 11(S) 

17 F233G 2.5 28 85.0 17(R) 

18 YNG 3.3 31 96.7 104(R) 

19 

 

wild type 60 14 75.3 19(S) 

20 F233G 3.3 9 96.0 54(R) 

21 YNG 3.5 6 95.4 45(R) 

22 

 

wild type    3(S) 

23 F233G    <2 

24 YNG    <2 

a) Reaction conditions: p-nitrophenyl ester (1.25 mL, 2 mg/mL in acetonitrile), en-
zyme solution (20 µL, 10 mg/mL), potassium phosphate-buffer (8.5 mL, 100 mM, 
pH 8.0)  b) Mean value of 2-4 reactions. c) Determined by 

1
H NMR. d) Determined 

by chiral GC. 
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2.3.3 Less reactive esters as substrates 

For synthetic purposes it is of interest to use other esters than the  

p-nitrophenyl esters. The latter esters are highly reactive and a change to an 

alkyl ester or a simple phenyl ester will lead to a lower reaction rate. In  

particular, CALA is known to have a low activity for hydrolysis of alkyl 

esters.
79

  

Three different esters, the ethyl (11), nonyl (12), and phenyl (13) ester  

analogues, respectively, of the p-nitrophenyl ester 4, were used as substrates 

in the kinetic resolution catalyzed by CALA-YNG. The enantioselectivity is 

maintained for all three esters (Table 6). For the nonyl and phenyl ester the E 

values were even higher than that for the p-nitrophenyl ester (Table 6, entries 

2 and 3 vs. Table 5, entry 3). As expected, the hydrolysis of the ethyl and 

nonyl esters was slower than that of the phenyl ester, but much faster than 

the corresponding hydrolysis of alkyl esters by wild type CALA.
79,80  

 

Table 6. Kinetic resolution of esters with different alcohol side-chains by CALA-
YNG, a triple-mutated variant of CALA (Phe149Tyr/Ile150Asn/Phe233Gly).

a
 

 
Entry Sub-

strate 
R Time 

(h) 

Conv.
 

(%)
b
 

eep
 

(%)
c
 

E 

1 11 Et 3 14 98.9 >200 (211) 

2 12 Nonyl 3 21 99.6 >200 (650) 

3 13 Ph 0.5 22 99.6 >200 (657) 

a) Reaction conditions: Substrate (1.25 mL, 2 mg/mL in acetonitrile), enzyme solu-
tion (100 µL (entries 1 and 2) or 10 µL (entry 3), 10 µg/µL), potassium phosphate 
buffer (8.5 mL, 100 mM, pH 8.0) b) Determined by 

1
H NMR. c) Determined by 

chiral GC. 

2.3.4 Models of the enzyme variants 

Active site models of the enzyme variants CALA-F233G and CALA-YNG 

were created by molecular modeling and compared to the wild type enzyme 

to rationalize the improved rate and selectivity (Figure 12). Substitution of 

the large phenylalanine (Phe233) for a smaller glycine generates more space 

in the active site (Figure 12B). This space is vital for better accommodation 

of the 2-phenyl part of the substrate, and this would explain the observed 

increase in activity. The results indicate that it is only the (R)-enantiomer of 

the p-nitrophenyl 2-phenylpropanoate that can take advantage of the created 

space, which rationalizes the large effect on the enantioselectivity.  
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The increased enantioselectivity for the triple variant (CALA-YNG) 

might be a result of the increase in steric bulk introduced; the elongation of 

the Phe149 side chain by a hydroxyl group (Phe149Tyr) creates congestion 

with the α-methyl group, which disfavors the (S)-configuration (Figure 12C). 

In addition, two new hydrogen bonds are found in the CALA-YNG variant. 

 
Figure 12. The active site of (A) CALA wild type, (B) CALA Phe233Gly (CALA-
F233G) and (C) CALA Phe149Tyr/Ile150Asn/Phe233Gly (CALA-YNG). The ac-
tive site is displayed with the tetrahedral intermediate of ((R)-4). Hydrogen bonds 
are indicated with black lines. 
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2.4 Combinatorial reshaping of the CALA substrate 

pocket to accept a sterically demanding substrate 

 

Although the CALA-YNG variant showed excellent enantioselectivity  

towards a number of 2-phenylpropanoate esters, it did not show activity  

towards the more sterically demanding (p-isobutyl)phenyl analogue, 10 

(Ibuprofen ester) (Figure 13). Since poor activity was the issue, it was  

believed that the substrate was too large to fit in the active site cavity.  

Although the libraries were also screened towards substrate 10, no improved 

variants were found. Variation of two positions simultaneously therefore did 

not seem to be enough to find active variants towards this substrate. Several 

amino acid residues nearby will have to be downsized to leave a sufficient 

amount of space for the substrate. 

In directed evolution experiments, a large number of sites can usually not 

be randomized simultaneously, unless a very efficient screening method is 

available. However, if reduced amino acid alphabets are used, the number of 

variants is decreased, and simultaneous variation at a larger number of  

positions can be handled. Combinatorial approaches with binary amino acid 

sets have previously been used in directed evolution of proteins,
81,82,83

 for 

example for acceptance of larger substrates.
84

 However, nobody has used the 

binary approach to improve enantioselectivity. We therefore decided to 

evaluate an approach where a large number of sites were mutated  

simultaneously, with the aim to obtain an enantioselective variant of CALA 

towards 10. 

 
Figure 13. Ibuprofen ester 10. 

2.4.1 Library design and preparation 

2.4.1.1 Selection of positions for mutation 

To assist in the selection of interesting amino acid residues for mutation, a 

model of CALA with ibuprofen ester (S)-10 docked in the active site was 

prepared. Residues positioned in close contact to the substrate were  

identified as interesting targets. The degree of conservation of these residues 

was also analyzed. Residues that were found to be highly conserved among 

related enzymes were not included in the library, since conserved residues 

are usually of importance for the enzyme’s activity and are therefore not 

mutable.
85

 In addition to the residues close to the substrate, phenylalanine in 
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position 431 was also included in the library. This amino acid is located on 

the tip of the flap that is covering the entrance to the active site and therefore 

is believed to have an impact on the substrate acceptance. 

At each selected position, the variation was only between the wild type 

and another smaller residue, with some exceptions. In the positions that were 

mutated in the CALA-YNG variant, the alteration was between the YNG 

residue and the wild type one. In position 233, four residues were used,  

glycine (that was in this position in CALA-YNG), and also valine and cyste-

ine that are intermediate in size between the wild type residue (phenylala-

nine) and glycine. 

The final design that was used for the mutagenesis is shown in Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14. The active site of CALA showing the tetrahedral intermediate (S)-10 in 
pink sticks. The nine amino acid residues that were selected for mutagenesis are 
surrounding the substrate. The residues used in the library are displayed with the 
wild type residues underlined. 

2.4.1.2 Production of the enzyme library 

Due to sequence proximity, the nine mutations were clustered into four 

primer pairs. These primers were used in individual PCR reactions, in  

combination with primers for the end of the gene, to produce five fragments 

partially overlapping with one another (Figure 15a). The five gene fragments 

were then assembled into one fragment via Overlap Extension PCR (Figure 

15b).
86,87,88

 This fragment was transformed into P. pastoris together with a 

pBGP1 vector fragment with homologous ends. The gene fragment and the 

pBGP1 vector fragment were then ligated by the yeast’s internal homolo-

gous recombination system to form the secretory vector in vivo (Figure 

15c).
89
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Figure 15. Preparation of the pBGP1-CALA library vector with the nine mutations 
on the selected positions.  

2.4.2 Screening 

Improved activity is likely to be connected to changed enantioselectivity, 

since it is unlikely that a change in the active site conformation should affect 

both enantiomers in an identical way. This was also demonstrated in chapter 

3.3, where a variant with greatly improved enantioselectivity was found 

while screening for increased activity with a racemic substrate. The same 

strategy was therefore chosen for the screening of the new library  

towards 10. 

The library was expressed and screened for improved hydrolytic activity 

using racemic ester 10. The variants that showed an increased activity were 

thereafter employed in a kinetic resolution, where the enantiomeric excess of 

the product was determined and the E value calculated. To obtain full codon 

coverage (90%), 2400 variants were screened.  

Only a few of the screened variants showed an increased activity, and two 

of these variants showed high enantioselectivity (Table 7). The best variant, 

with five mutations, Thr221Ser/Leu225Val/Phe233Cys/Gly237Ala/ 

Phe431Val, had an E value of 100, and was called CALA-SVCAV (after the 

five amino acids that were introduced). 

To find out whether all the mutations in the CALA-SVCAV variant  

contributed to the improved activity and enantioselectivity, remutations were 
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performed, a procedure to “delete” the mutations one at the time. The results 

clearly show that all of the mutations indeed are important for the improved 

properties, and without any of them the performance was significantly  

decreased (Table 7). The S and V1 mutations seem to be particularly  

important, since without them the E value dropped to 5 and 4 respectively. 

The V2 mutation seems to be less crucial compared to the others. 

Table 7. Specific activity and enantioselectivity towards 10 of CALA variants. 

 

CALA variant 
Specific activity 

(nmol min
-1 

mg
-1

) 
E (S) 

wild type 21 3 

Best variant from the screening: 

SV1CAV2 133 100 

Re-mutated variants: 

V1CAV2 43 5 

SCAV2 31 4 

SV1AV2 11 22 

SV1CV2
 

81 53 

SV1CA 96 80 

2.4.3 Enzyme models 

An enzyme model with the SVCAV mutations introduced was prepared by 

molecular modeling (Figure 16). The model shows that more space has been 

created in the active site. The Thr221Ser (S) and Leu225Val (V1) substitu-

tions results in a better accommodation of the isobutyl side chain by decreas-

ing the bulk in that area. The Phe233Cys (C) mutation also generates more 

space for the substrate.  
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Figure 16. Models of A) CALA wild type and B) CALA-SVCAV. The tetrahedral 
intermediate (S)-10 is displayed in pink sticks and the amino acid residues varied in 
CALA-SVCAV are displayed in grey sticks.  

2.4.4 Strategy evaluation 

Our initial attempts to find an active and selective variant towards 10 by 

variation of two residues at the time (using the CASTing methodology) were 

not successful. Therefore nine mutations were introduced simultaneously, 

since we believed that variation of more than two positions was required to 

create enough space for the substrate in the active site. To show that it would 

not have been possible to find the CALA-SVCAV variant by varying only 

two amino acid residues at the time, we prepared and analyzed all possible 

single- and double mutations of CALA-SVCAV. If any of these variants had 

Table 8. Enantioselectivity of all possible single- and double mutated variants of 
CALA, based on the SVCAV mutations. 

 
CALA Variant E

 
CALA Variant E

 

SV1 4.0 (S) CV2 1.2 (S) 

SC 3.9 (S) AV2 1.3 (R) 

SA 1.9 (S) S 2.1 (S) 

SV2 1.4 (S) V1 1.1 (R) 

V1C 5.1 (S) C 1.3 (S) 

V1A 1.4 (R) A 1.5 (R) 

V1V2 2.0 (S) V2 1.1 (R) 

CA 1.3 (S)   
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an increased activity (and selectivity) it would have been possible to find 

them by CASTing, as long as the proper libraries were screened. 

As can be seen from Table 8, all prepared variants showed poor E values. 

None of them would have been considered as an improved variant to  

continue with as a template for a second round of mutagenesis. The highly 

combinatorial method that was used to find the CALA-SVCAV variant is 

therefore a valuable complement to the existing directed evolution methods, 

especially in cases when altering one or two residues is not enough and a 

more radical change is required. 
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2.5 Conclusions  

By the use of directed evolution and combinatorial enzyme engineering, 

CALA variants with improved enantioselectivity towards α-substituted  

p-nitrophenyl esters were developed. First, by the use of a simple model 

substrate, an efficient system was developed where the episomally replicat-

ing pBGP1 vector was used for library expression in P. pastoris. Both (R)- 

and (S)-selective variants with good E values towards p-nitrophenyl  

2-methylheptanoate (3) were found.  

By applying the developed technique, a variant of CALA with an E value 

of 276 towards p-nitrophenyl 2-phenylpropanoate (4) was developed. This 

enzyme variant showed a broad substrate acceptance, and was used to pro-

duce various α-substituted acids in 95-99% enantiomeric excess. The reac-

tion rate was increased by more than 30-fold compared to the wild type for 

most substrates. This variant showed (R)-selectivity, which is reversed com-

pared to the wild type that is (S)-selective. 

Finally, an approach where nine residues were altered simultaneously was 

used to develop a highly enantioselective (E = 100) CALA variant towards 

ibuprofen ester 10. The steric demands of this substrate made it vital to vary 

several residues simultaneously to reach a variant with improved properties. 

By the use of a condensed library, where all variations except one was only 

between the wild type amino acid residue and a new amino acid residue, 

usually a smaller one, the screening effort was kept at a minimum, while 

large alterations of the enzyme’s active site were possible. 
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3. Synthetic applications of CALB W104A; 
KR and DKR of bulky secondary alcohols 
(Paper IV-V) 

3.1 Introduction 

Candida antarctica lipase B (CALB) shows high enantioselectivity towards 

secondary alcohols and amines. The high enantioselectivity can be explained 

by the different binding modes for the two enantiomers in the active site.
90

 

For the fast-reacting enantiomer, the large substituent is positioned towards 

the active site entrance, while the medium sized substituent is placed in the 

so called stereospecificity pocket (Figure 17A). Therefore, the substrates 

accepted by CALB are limited by the size and shape of the active site and its 

pockets. The size of the medium group is limited by the stereospecificity 

pocket, and the largest alkyl group that can comfortably be accommodated in 

this pocket is an ethyl.
91

 This sets the limits for the substrate scope of the 

large number of synthetic applications where CALB has been employed. 

A variant of CALB where Trp104 was changed into an alanine (CALB 

W104A) was published in 2005.
92,93

 Trp104 forms the bottom of the stereo-

specificity pocket. A substitution of this residue into an alanine, which is a 

smaller residue, increases the size of the pocket. As predicted by modeling,
90

 

this variant accepted larger substrates than wild type CALB.
92,93

 In CALB 

W104A, the large phenyl group fits in the enlarged stereospecificity pocket.  

When this pocket incorporate the large phenyl group and the medium group 

is placed towards the active site entrance, the (S)-enantiomer of the product 

is formed (Figure 17B). 

 
Figure 17. The catalytically active binding mode of a secondary alcohol. A) CALB 
wild type places the large group towards the active site entrance and the medium-
sized substituent points into the stereospecificity pocket. B) CALB W104A places 
the large group in the enlarged stereospecificity pocket and the medium group is 
pointing towards the enzyme opening. 
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3.2 DKR of 1-phenylalkanols  

CALB W104A has previously been applied in kinetic resolution of  

1-phenylalkanols by Hult and coworkers.
94

 Their study showed that the  

enzyme can transform 1-phenylalkanols with an alkyl group of up to eight 

carbons. The (S)-enantiomer was preferred for all tested substrates. The  

enantioselectivity was unsatisfactory with 1-phenylethanol (E = 3) but excel-

lent for the longer phenylalkanols. The highest E values were obtained for 

the substrates with the longest alkyl chains. 

We wanted to combine this CALB W104A-catalyzed kinetic resolution 

with an in situ racemization of the substrate in a DKR. (S)-Selective DKR’s 

of secondary alcohols are rare in the literature. The few examples that have 

been reported were performed with the protease Subtilisin Carlsberg,
95,96

 a 

fragile enzyme that does not admit the use of elevated temperatures. 

3.2.1 Evaluation of reaction conditions 

Apolar organic solvents are the solvents besides water in which lipases work 

well and keep their fold. The KR of 1-phenylalkanols previously reported 

was performed in cyclohexane.
94

 For the planned DKR, however, cyclohex-

ane was not a suitable solvent, due to the incompatibility with ruthenium 

catalyst 2 to be applied for the racemization. Chemo-enzymatic DKR’s are 

commonly performed in toluene or ether solvents, since they are slightly 

more polar than cyclohexane and thereby able to dissolve metal complexes 

used for racemization. DKR with the use of catalyst 2 has mainly been  

performed in toluene, which therefore was chosen as solvent. 

To evaluate the reaction conditions, and their influence on the 

enantioselectivity, the kinetic resolution was first studied separately (without 

racemization). 1-Phenylheptanol (14b) was used as substrate in these  

investigations. The acylation was performed with isopropenyl acetate as acyl 

donor. CALB W104A was used in immobilized form, adsorbed on a  

polypropylene support (Accurel 2000). The enzyme loading (determined by 

active-site titration) was low, 0.26 % (w/w), which indicated that probably 

high loadings were needed.
97

 

The KR of 14b in cyclohexane was previously reported to give an E value 

of 76 at 56 °C.
94

 For the reaction of this substrate in toluene at 60 °C the 

enantioselectivity was significantly higher (E = 176, Table 9, entry 2). The 

fact that the enantioselectivity was higher in toluene than in cyclohexane is 

promising, as it indicates that other 1-phenylalkanols with E values that are 

too low for a selective DKR in cyclohexane might have acceptable E values 

in toluene. This was also true for 1-phenylpropanol (14a), which gave an E 

value of 82 in toluene at 60 ˚C, compared to an E value of 28 at 56 ˚C,
94

 in 

cyclohexane (Table 9, entry 1).  
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The effect of variations in temperature on the reaction rate and 

enantioselectivity was also studied with 1-phenylheptanol (14b) as substrate 

(Table 9, entries 3-5). The conversion was as expected, higher at elevated 

temperatures. The enantioselectivity was also increased at higher tempera-

tures. This temperature effect was previously reported for 1-phenylethanol 

with CALB W104A,
92

 but is otherwise quite unusual, and opposite to the 

temperature effect observed for 1-phenylheptanol (14b) in cyclohexane.
94

 

Table 9. Kinetic resolution of 1-phenylalkonols with CALB W104A.
a 

 
Entry R Substrate T (˚C) Time (h) eep (%)

b
 Conv.(%)

c
 E

d
 

1
e
 Et 14a 60 24 96.4 27 82 

2 Hex 14b 60 6 98.4 33 176 

3 Hex 14b 40 24 98.0 23 134 

4 Hex 14b 30 72 97.7 29 127 

5 Hex 14b r.t. 72 98.5 13 114 

a) Reaction conditions: 14 (0.5 mmol), isopropenyl acetate (1.5 equiv.), and CALB 
W104A (20 mg) were dissolved in toluene (1 mL). b) Determined by chiral GC. c) 
Determined by 

1
H NMR. d) Calculated from eep and ees. e) 14a (0.25 mmol), CALB 

W104A (5 mg) and toluene (0.5 mL). 

3.2.2 Dynamic kinetic resolution 

Since both the activity and the enantioselectivity were highest at 60 ˚C, this 

temperature was chosen for the initial DKR studies. Ruthenium catalyst 2 

was used for the racemization, and potassium tert-butoxide was used to acti-

vate the catalyst. In the first DKR, 1-phenylpropanol (14a) was employed as 

substrate. The reaction showed good enantioselectivity (96.5% ee), and after 

36 h, full conversion of the substrate was achieved (Table 10, entry 1). In 

addition to the desired product, 10% of the corresponding ketone 16a was 

also formed. 

Thereafter, DKR of 1-phenylheptanol (14b) was performed at 60 ˚C. This 

DKR yielded 38% of the corresponding ketone, 1-phenylheptanone (16b) 

(Table 10, entry 2). Formation of ketone as a by-product has previously been 

observed during DKR with catalyst 2 in the case of elevated temperatures 

and bulky substrates.
98

 In an attempt to avoid ketone formation, the reaction 

temperature was decreased. At 40 ˚C, the amount of ketone was lower (24 

%) compared to at 60 ˚C (entry 3) and at 30 ˚C, only 1% of ketone was 
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formed (entry 4). However, the reaction times required to reach full conver-

sion were longer at lower temperatures. At 30 ˚C, 6 days was required for 

full conversion. Since such long reaction times are inconvenient, another 

way to reduce the amount of ketone that was formed was desirable. 

The origin of the ketone formation can be explained from the racemiza-

tion mechanism of catalyst 2 (Scheme 5). 

Scheme 5. Catalytic cycle of the racemization by catalyst 2, showing the formation 

of the by-product ketone with dashed arrows. 

As an intermediate in the racemization, the ketone form of the substrate is 

produced by β-hydride elimination of the alcohol (Scheme 5, step iii). The 

ketone usually stays coordinated to the ruthenium hydride. At certain  

conditions, the ketone is dissociating from the metal center leading to  

exchange with acetone (step vi). Cross-over experiments have shown that 

this kind of substitutions takes place to a small extent on prolonged reaction 

even at room temperature,
65

 but it seems to be more frequent at higher  

temperature and with bulkier substrates. Acetone is present in the solution as 

a by-product from the acyl donor. The metal hydride donates its hydride to 
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the acetone, thereby regenerating its active form (step vii), and the formed 

isopropanol can be substituted by a new substrate alcohol (step viii). 

Table 10. (S)-Selective dynamic kinetic resolution of secondary alcohols.
a
 

 
Entry R Substrate T (ºC) Time (h) eep (%)

b
 Conv. (%)

c
 % 16

c
 

1 Et 14a 60 36 96.5 99 (85)
d
 10 

2 Hex 14b 60 26 94 93 38 

3 Hex 14b 40 88 95 97 24 

4
e
 Hex 14b 30 6 days 97 99 (84)

d
 1 

5
e,f

 Hex 14b 60 24 96.5 97(84)
d
 7 

6
e,f

 Bu 14c 60 24 90 99 (88)
d
 8 

a) Reaction conditions: 14 (0.5 mmol), isopropenyl acetate (1.5 equiv.), Na2CO3 (1 
equiv.), Ru-catalyst 2 (0.05 equiv.), 

t
BuOK (0.05 equiv.), and CALB W104A (20 

mg) were dissolved in toluene (1.0 mL). b) Determined by chiral GC. c) Determined 
by 

1
H NMR. d) Isolated yields in parenthesis (product 15 + ketone 16). e) CALB 

W104A (30 mg). f) Molecular sieves (300 mg, 4 Å) added. 

In an attempt to reduce the amount of ketone formed in the reaction, the 

amount of acetone present in the solution was targeted. Molecular sieves 

(4Å) should be able to absorb any acetone present, and thereby minimizing 

ketone exchange. A DKR of 14b was run at 60 ºC in the presence of 4Å 

molecular sieves, and only 7% of ketone was formed in this reaction (Table 

10, entry 5). The addition of the molecular sieves did therefore help to re-

duce the amount of by-product ketone formed from 38% to 7%. 

The optimized conditions including molecular sieves were then also  

employed in the DKR of a third substrate, 1-phenylpentanol (14c), which 

gave the product 15c in 88% yield and 90% ee (Table 10, entry 6). 
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3.3 KR of diarylmethanols 

 
The CALB W104A variant is placing the phenyl group of phenylalkanols in 

its enlarged stereospecificity pocket (Figure 18B). This configuration is the 

opposite compared to the wild type, in which this pocket is too small and the 

phenyl group instead points towards the active-site opening (Figure 18A).  

Since two pockets are available in CALB W104A that are large enough to 

fit a phenyl substituent it seemed probable that the enzyme could accept 

diarylmethanols, compounds that have two large groups, as substrates  

(Figure 18C). A test reaction with diphenylmethanol proved that this was 

possible. The question was now how well-designed the enzyme was to  

perform these transformations enantioselectively. 

Figure 18: The catalytically active binding mode. A) In CALA wild type, the large 

group is positioned towards the active site entrance while the medium-sized substit-

uent points into the stereospecificity pocket. B) In CALB W104A, the large group is 

positioned in the stereospecificity pocket and the medium group is pointing towards 

the enzyme opening. This arrangement result in reversed enantioselectivity com-

pared to the wild type (assuming that the large group is not too large to fit in this 

pocket). C) Both pockets in CALB W104 can accommodate a large group such as 

phenyl. CALB W104A can therefore transform substrates with two aryl groups, 

which CALB wild type cannot. 

3.3.1 Molecular modeling  

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to give an indication of 

how well the diphenylmethanols fit in the CALB W104A active site, and 

whether it was probable that the enzyme could discriminate between two 

differently sized aryl groups. 

A model of the transition state for the transformation of diphenylmethanol 

was built as the tetrahedral intermediate in the active site of CALB W104A 

(Figure 19). The figure reveals that the pro-(S)-phenyl group of the substrate 

fully occupies the stereospecificity pocket. The modeling suggests that a 

substituted phenyl would not fit in the pocket, which should result in an 

enantioselective transformation, especially if the substituent is large. 
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Figure 19. A model of the transition state for the transformation of 
diphenylmethanol as tetrahedral intermediate after 1 ns molecular dynamics simula-
tion at 298 K. The stereospecificity pocket is shown by the molecular surface of its 
surrounding amino acids to show its size. The pro-(S)-phenyl group of the substrate 
is shown in balls. The figure shows how well this group fills the stereospecificity 
pocket. The rest of the substrate and the catalytic serine and histidine are shown in 
sticks. 

3.3.2 Kinetic resolution  

To explore if CALB W104A could transform diarylmethanols enantio-

selectively, as predicted from the molecular modeling, kinetic resolutions 

were performed to provide experimental evidence. In these reactions, the 

substrate alcohol was acylated by the enzyme by the use of the acyl donor 

isopropenyl acetate. In the case of the 1-phenylalkanols (Chapter 3.2) the 

enantioselectivity of CALB W104A was higher in toluene compared to 

cyclohexane; therefore toluene was used as the solvent. The batch of CALB 

W104A used in this project was of even lower activity compared to the batch 

used for the DKR of 1-phenylalkanols; only 0.07% of the total mass was 

active enzyme. Therefore the amount of immobilized enzyme used for each 

reaction was increased compared to what was previously used. 

3.3.2.1 Steric effects on enantioselectivity 

Substrates with two differently sized aryl groups were studied. Diphenyl-

methanols with a substituent on one of the phenyl groups were used, and by 

changing the substituent, the size difference between the groups was varied. 

(p-Methylphenyl)phenylmethanol (17a) was the first substrate to be  

tested. The enzyme transformed this substrate with some stereoselectivity, 
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the enantiomeric excess of the product (eep) was 55%, and the E value was 

found to be 4 (Table 11, entry 1). This confirmed that the enzyme could  

actually distinguish between the phenyl and the p-methylphenyl groups.  

The (R)-enantiomer of the product was formed in excess, indicating that 

in the catalytically active binding mode the substrate places the smaller  

phenyl group in the stereospecificity pocket and the larger p-methylphenyl 

group points towards the enzyme opening. This was in analogy with the 

molecular modeling, that a substituent on the phenyl would make it too large 

to fit comfortable in the stereospecificity pocket. 

Thereafter, the size of the para-substituent was increased, to test whether 

a larger substituent would give higher enantioselectivity. (p-

Ethylphenyl)phenylmethanol (17b) was the next substrate to be evaluated. 

As expected, a higher enantioselectivity was observed for this substrate  

(E = 26), since the larger the substituent, the more difficult for the substitu-

ent to fit in the stereospecificity pocket (entry 2). 

The size of the para-phenyl substituent was increased further to a propyl 

(17c), but this resulted in no higher selectivity (E = 16) but only a slower 

reaction (entry 3).  

For determination of absolute stereochemistry of the  

enantiomer formed in excess in the reactions, the sign of the optical rotation 

of the acylated product (or of the unreacted alcohol) was compared with 

literature values. The absolute stereochemistry of the products formed in the 

reactions of substrate 17b and 17c is not known, since no literature values 

are available. 

In agreement with the steric trend seen for the p-alkyl substituents,  

substrates with a phenyl substituted with p-OMe (17d, E = 11) and p-Br 

(17e, E = 11) were transformed with a higher selectivity than p-Cl (17f,  

E = 2) (entries 4-6). 

From the modeling it seemed as if even small substituents on one of the 

phenyl groups would induce a significant enantioselectivity, but the reaction 

with a methyl substituent showed a lower enantioselectivity than expected. 

Even slightly larger substituents did not increase the enantioselectivity very 

much. Therefore, some further modeling of substrates with a substituent on 

the phenyl group situated in the stereospecificity pocket was performed. This 

revealed that the enzyme could change conformation to expand this pocket. 

To obtain a good enantioselectivity, it seemed that a larger substituent  

compared to the ones evaluated this far was required. 

Therefore, the size of the p-substituent was dramatically increased.  

(4-Biphenyl)phenylmethanol (17g) reacted slightly slower than the  

substrates with smaller substituents, but with greatly increased selectivity  

(E = 69, entry 7). This indicates that the large biphenyl group does not fit in 

the stereospecificity pocket. 

1-Naphtylphenylmethanol (17h) reacted slowly, but the selectivity was 

good (E = 51, entry 8). The 1-naphtyl substituent is wide, and points more 
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towards the side compared to the para-substituents that points straight back. 

This may be a reason that 17h does not fit so well in the long but narrow  

Table 11: Kinetic resolution of diphenylmethanols with a substituent on one of the 
phenyl groups.

a
 

 

Entry R Substrate 
Time 

(h) 

eep
b
 

(%) 

Conv.
c
 

(%) 
E

d
 

1 
 

17a 6 55 24
e
 4 (R)

e
 

2 
 

17b 6 91 18
e
 26

e,f
 

3 
 

17c 12 86 21 16
f
 

4 
 

17d 24 73 45
e
 11(R)

e
 

5 
 

17e 24 76 38 11 (R) 

6 
 

17f 24 34 38 2 (R) 

7 
 

17g 24 96 27 69 (R) 

8 

 

17h 24 96 4 51 (R) 

9 
 

17i 24 80 27
e
 10 (R)

e
 

10 
 

17j 12 55 32 4 (S) 

11 

 

17k 24 87 9 15 (R) 

12 
 

17l 24 93 20 34 (R) 

a) Reaction conditions: 17 (0.25 mmol), isopropenyl acetate (1.5 equiv.) and CALB 
W104A (45 mg) were dissolved in toluene (1 mL) and heated at 70 °C. b) Deter-
mined by chiral HPLC. c) Determined by 

1
H NMR. d) Calculated from eep and 

conv. unless otherwise noted. e) Calculated from eep and ees. f) Absolute configura-
tion not known. 
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tunnel towards the enzyme opening. The less wide 2-naphtylphenylmethanol 

(17i) reacted faster, and probably fits better in the narrow tunnel. However, it 

reacted with lower selectivity (E = 10, entry 9).  

Methyl groups were also introduced in the ortho- and meta-positions of 

one of the phenyls. (m-Methylphenyl)phenylmethanol (17j) reacted fast but 

with low selectivity (E  =  4). For this substrate the (S)-product was formed,  

opposed to for the substrates with para-substituents (entry 10).  

(o-Methylphenyl)phenylmethanol (17k) reacted slower but with a higher 

selectivity (E = 15, entry 11). 

Another related substrate with a size-difference between the two groups is 

1,2-diphenylethanol (17l). A lipase from Pseudomonas stutzeri has previous-

ly been used in enantioselective transesterification of this substrate.
99

 The 

enantioselectivity with CALB W104A was lower (93% ee and E = 34, entry 

12) than that obtained with P. stutzeri lipase. 

3.3.2.2 Enantiodiscrimination by electronic effects  

The binding of the substrates in the enzyme can, apart from steric effects, 

also depend on electronic effects. Electronic interaction of the substrate with 

one or more residues in the active site of the enzyme can affect the affinity 

of the substrate. To investigate whether electronic effects can be a factor of 

enantioselectivity with CALB W104A, diarylmethanols with one phenyl and 

one pyridyl group were evaluated. These two groups are of approximately 

the same size, but the pyridine nitrogen has the possibility to interact through 

hydrogen bonding with residues close by, via the free electron pair on the 

nitrogen.  

Both 2-, 3- and 4-pyridyl phenylmethanols were evaluated separately, 

since the position of the nitrogen is most probably crucial for the possibility 

to interact with residues in the active site. The reaction with  

3-pyridylphenylmethanol (17m) showed almost no selectivity with an  

E value of 2 (Table 12, entry 1). 2- and 4-pyridylphenylmethanol (17n and 

17o) showed distinct enantioselectivities (E = 6 and E = 10 respectively, 

entries 2-3).  

The enzyme was (S)-selective for all pyridyl phenylmethanols. This result 

indicates that the substrate preferentially binds with its pyridyl group  

positioned in the stereospecificity pocket. The enantioselectivity obtained 

indicates that the pyridyl group can interact with a polar amino acid residue 

in the pocket.  
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Table 12: Kinetic resolution of pyridyl phenylmethanols.
a 

 

Entry R Substrate 
Time 

(h) 

eep
b
 

(%) 

Conv.
c
 

(%) 
E

d
 

1 
 

17m 12 27 46 2 (S) 

2 
 

17n 12 65 33 6 (S) 

3 
 

17o 24 74 38 10 (S) 

a) Reaction conditions: 17 (0.25 mmol), isopropenyl acetate (1.5 equiv.) and CALB 
W104A (45 mg) were dissolved in toluene (1 mL) and heated at 70 °C. b) Deter-
mined by chiral HPLC. c) Determined by 

1
H NMR. d) Calculated from eep and 

conv. 

3.3.2.3 Combination of steric and electronic effects 

With a para-substituent attached to one of the phenyls, the enzyme positions 

this group in the cavity towards the enzyme entrance. The group is too large 

to fit in the stereospecificity pocket, and the result is (R)-selectivity. On the 

contrary, when a pyridyl group is present, it is bound in the stereospecificity 

pocket, giving the (S)-product. The question is whether a substrate with a 

para-substituted phenyl and a pyridyl will give an even higher selectivity, as 

a result of a cooperation of the steric and electronic effects. 

To evaluate this, 4-chlorophenyl(2-pyridyl)methanol (17p) was synthe-

sized. Compound 17p is a precursor of an active histamine antagonist,
100

 and 

therefore a highly interesting substrate. The reaction with substrate 17p  

resulted in an E value of 24 (Table 13, entry 1). Compared to the 

enantioselectivities for the substrates where a phenyl group was combined 

with a p-chlorophenyl (E = 2) and a 2-pyridyl (E = 6) the selectivity towards 

17p was higher, indicating a cooperative effect. 

For 4-bromophenyl(2-pyridyl)methanol (17q), the enantioselectivity was 

expected to be even higher, since a bromide is larger than a chloride.  

However, the enzyme had an E value of 10 towards 17q, which was lower 

than expected (Table 13, entry 2). 
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Table 13. Kinetic resolution of p-substituted (2-pyridyl)phenylmethanols.
a
  

 

Entry R Substrate 
Time 

(h) 

eep
b
 

(%) 

Conv.
c
 

(%) 
E

d
 

1 
 

17p 12 87 38 24 

2 
 

17q 12 73 41 10 

3 
 

17r 24 98 38 182 

a) Reaction conditions: 17 (0.25 mmol), isopropenyl acetate (1.5 equiv.) and CALB 
W104A (45 mg) were dissolved in toluene (1 mL) and heated at 70 °C for 6-24 h. b) 
Determined by chiral HPLC. c) Determined by 

1
H NMR. d) Calculated from eep and 

conv. 

4-Biphenyl(phenyl)methanol (17g) reacted, as discussed in chapter 3.3.2.1, 

with high selectivity (E = 69, Table 11, entry 7). When the phenyl substi-

tuent of 17g was changed into a 2-pyridyl, i.e. 4-biphenyl(2-

pyridyl)methanol (17r), the KR resulted in 98% ee and 38% conversion after 

24 h (Table 13, entry 3). The observed enantioselectivity corresponded to an 

E value of 182. Thus, also for this substrate a strong cooperation of the steric 

and electronic effects was seen. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

The previously reported kinetic resolution of 1-phenylalkanols with CALB 

W104A was further extended into a DKR. This was achieved by addition of 

a catalyst for in situ racemization of the substrate. Formation of by-product 

ketone during the reaction was reduced by addition of molecular sieves to 

the reaction mixture. The DKR yielded the acylated alcohols in 90-97%  

enantiomeric excess. 

Additionally, the substrate scope of the kinetic resolution with CALB 

W104A was extended. Diarylmethanols, interesting substrates that are too 

large to fit into the active site of CALB wild type, were successfully  

resolved. The enantioselectivity increased with the size difference between 

the two aryl groups. In addition, electronic effects did also affect the enanti-

oselectivity. With a pyridyl as one of the aryl groups, enantiodiscrimination 

was achieved, and in combination with a bulky substituent, the highest enan-

tioselectivity was observed.  
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4. Concluding remarks 

In this thesis, engineered enzymes were employed in enantioselective trans-

formations. By incorporating mutations, the enzyme’s properties were  

altered, resulting in higher enantioselectivity and broadened substrate scope. 

Both the development of enantioselective enzymes and their use in synthetic 

applications was described.   

Several highly enantioselective variants of the lipase CALA towards  

α-substituted carboxylic acids including the pharmaceutically interesting 

compound ibuprofen were developed. This was achieved by the application 

of previously described directed evolution strategies as well as a new  

approach. The new strategy will most certainly be useful in future develop-

ment of enantioselective enzyme variants. 

Reaction procedures were developed for an (S)-selective variant of 

CALB, with a broader substrate acceptance compared to the wild type. This 

variant was applied in DKR of large phenylalkanols and KR of diaryl-

methanols. None of these substrates are accepted by CALB wild type. The  

substrate scope of CALB-catalyzed synthetic applications was thereby  

expanded. 
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Appendix A 
 
Contribution to publications I-V 

I. I prepared the substrates and performed about half of 
the experimental work. Took part in the writing of the 
paper. 

II. I performed the major part of the experimental work. 
Dr. Jonas Nyhlén performed the molecular dynamics 
simulations. I wrote the paper. 

III. Performed only minor parts of experimental work. 
Took part in the writing of the paper. 

IV. I prepared the substrates and performed reactions and 
analyses. Dr. Michaela Vallin produced and immobi-
lized the enzyme. I wrote the paper. 

V. I prepared the substrates and performed reactions and 
analyses. Dr. Michaela Vallin produced and immobi-
lized the enzyme. Dr. Michaela Vallin and Prof. Karl 
Hult performed the molecular dynamic simulations. I 
wrote the paper. 
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Reprint permissions were granted for each publication by the following  

publishers. 

I. Sandström, A. G.; Engström, K.; Nyhlén, J.; Kasrayan, A.; 

Bäckvall, J.-E. Directed evolution of Candida antarctica lipase 

A using an episomally replicating yeast plasmid Protein Eng. 

Des. Sel. 2009, 22(7), 413–420 by permission of Oxford  

University Press. 

II. Reprinted with permission from: Engström, K.; Nyhlén, J.; 

Sandström, A. G.; Bäckvall, J.-E. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 

7038–7042. Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society. 

III. - 

IV. Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2011/ob/c0ob0074

8j. 

V. - 
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